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This invention relates to a box or container 
particularly designed for displaying merchandise 
contained within the box. 
In shipping or storing certain articles it is de 

Sirable to have a box into which the article may 
be placed. However, for ease of removing the 
article from the box or for displaying the article, 
it is desirable to have the support for the article 
inclined with reference to the surface upon which the box is placed. 
One of the objects of this invention is to provide 

a construction of box so that when the box cover 
is opened or swung through substantially ninety 
degrees, the part upon which the merchandise or 
contents of the box is Supported will be raised 
So as to be at an angle to the supporting surface 
upon which the bottom Wall of the box rests. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

raising means which will be formed from card 
board or the same material of which the box is made. 
Another object of the invention is to utilize 

cardboard Which may be provided in the box 
machines which are used for making the box. 
More Specifically, an object of the invention is 

to provide a tray within the body portion of the 
box. So that when the cover of the box is lifted, 
the tray will be swung upwardly at an angle to 
the bottom Wall of the body of the box and to a 
height above the side walls of the body of the 
box. So as to provide a more attractive display. 
Another object of the invention is to maintain 

the cover of the box at substantially ninety de 
grees to the closed position of the cover which 
assists in the display and takes up but a minimum 
amount of Space when resting upon a table or Some horizontal support. 
With these and other objects in view, the in 

vention consists of certain novel features of con 
struction, as will be more fully described and 
particularly pointed out in the appended claim. In the accompanying drawings: 
Figure i is a perspective view of the boxin open position; 
Figure 2 is a sectional view of the box in the Open position shown in Figure 1; and 
Figure 3 is a sectional view with the cover of 

the box swung to closed position but illustrating 
the position of the tray within the box when in the closed position. 

In proceeding with this invention, I provide 
a body member and a cover member and hinge 
these two together so that when the cover is 
closed, the contents of the box is concealed and 
protected within the box. I also provide a tray 
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which movably fits in the body of the box and 
by use of cardboard attached between the cover 
and the tray, I provide a construction so that 
When the cover is swung from its closed position 
through substantially ninety degrees, such as by 
means of a spring hinge, with the cover main 
tained in the ninety-degree position by the hinge, 
the tray will be lifted from within the body mem 
ber of the box to an inclined position with refer 
ence to the bottom of the box. I accomplish this 
swinging of the tray by providing a lining for the 
top wall of the cover member part way along 
the cover member and then extend this lining at 
right angles to the top Wall of the cover to a point 
into the body member of the box providing a lever 
of a stiff piece of cardboard and I connect this 
right angularly extending lever from its lower 
end to a point along the bottom Wall of the tray 
near the hinge end of the tray and by hinging 
a stiff link to this lever and to the bottom Wall of 
the tray so that when swinging the cover from 
closed position, the lever serves to pry up through 
the rigid link the tray to incline it with reference 
to the bottom of the body member. 
With reference to the drawings, 0 designates 

the body member and the cover member. The 
body member has a bottom wall 2 and upstand 
ing Walls therefrom, there being a front Wall 3, 
side Walls 4-4 and a back wall 5. 
The cover member has a top Wall 6 and down 

Wardly extending Walls therefrom, there being a 
front Wall , side walls 8-8 and a back Wall 9. 
The back walls 5 and 9 are hinged together 

by a metal hinge having plates 20 and 2 with a 
pintle pin 22 joining them. An arcuate spring 
Serves to draw the hinge plates toward each other, 
as shown in Figure 3, and serves to SWing the 
cover away from the body after it has opened 
through a short arc. Hooks on the spring may 
engage the hinge and limit the opening move 
ment of the hinged members. Thus, the hinge, 
Serves to hold the cover in Open position as well as in closed position. 
A tray designiated generally 30 conforms gen 

erally to the shape of the body member of the box 
and has a botton wall 3 and upstanding walls 
therefrom including a front wall 32, side Walls 
33-33 and a back wall 34. This tray is loosely 
mounted in the body member of the box at its 
end nearest the hinge connection between the body and cover members. 
The tray 30 may rest loosely within the body 

member of the box while a lining 35 may be se 
cured along the under surface of the cover or 
top wall of the cover which may have a sheet 
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of some textile material 36 over it for enhancing 
its appearance. This lining 35 has a lever portion 
37 at right angles to the top wall of the box of 
a length to extend well into the body member 
to a point adjacent the bottom wall 2 of this 
body member. This lever is relatively stiff and 
maintains its angular relation to the top wall f. 
A rigid link 38 is hinged as at 39 to the lower 
end of this lever 37 and is also hinged as at 40 
to a point beneath the tray 30 and is secured 
to the tray by a portion 4 extending along the 
bottom of the tray and pinned thereto as at 42. 

Assuming the parts to be in the position shown 
in Figure 3, if the cover member is SWung about 
its hinge 22 to the position shown in Figures i 
and 2, then the lever 37 through its stiff link 38 
will swing the tray about the upper-forward cor 
ner, which is at the upper edge of the front Wall 
32 of the tray, as a fulcrum so as to incline the 
tray to a position such as shown in Figures 1 and 
2 with reference to the bottom Wall 2 while the 
lower edge of wall 32 slides along the bottom 2. 
A deck or pad 45 may be provided within the 
tray to which the merchandise may be secured 
and supported thereby. This pad serves to en 
hance the appearance of the merchandise in some 
cases and may be formed of textile or similar dec 
orative material. 

I claim: 
A display box comprising a body member hav 

ing a bottom and upstanding back, side, and front 
walls, a cover member having a top and back, side, 
and front walls hinged to the body member along 
the back edge thereof to swing relative thereto 
through 90 degrees, a tray having a bottom and 
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upstanding front and side walls within the up 
standing walls of the body member and with the 
upper edge of the front upstanding wall of the 
tray engaging the front upstanding Wall of the 
body member and free to have its end nearest the 
hinge connection movable upwardly to incline the 
tray relative to the bottom, a lever rigidly secured 
to the cover member and downwardly extending, 
when the cover member is in closed position, to 
Ward the bottom into the body member and a 
rigid link hinged to the lever and hinged to the 
botton of the tray at a point near the rear end 
thereof, said link when the cover is in closed po 
sition extending upwardly at an acute angle from 
the lever and supporting the end of the tray in 
elevated position. So that When the cover member 
is closed, the tray will be in the body member but 
when the cover member is swung to open posi 
tion, the lever through the link connection will 
tend to push the tray against Said front Wall of 
the body member and pry the end of the tray 
nearest the hinge to Swing the tray about the 
upper edge of the front wall as a pivot and incline 
the tray with reference to the botton. 
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